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DVS® Connect systems can be connected to your home 

Wi-Fi router. This means when we make improvements to the 

system software we are able to send them to you without 

the need for a potentially costly service visit.

Humidity, Temperature and CO² “under control”

The combined technology, connect-ability, and features 

available from the DVS® Connect range of ventilation system 

cannot be compared.

Humidity Sensing and control.

The Humidity Sensitive control function constantly monitors 

humidity levels inside your home and in the air supply. 

Automatically adjusting to ensure that only air which will 

keep your house healthier and drier is introduced.

Carbon Dioxide (CO²) sensing and control. 

Closed windows trap air filled with contaminants and Carbon 

Dioxide (CO2) that cause discomfort, fatigue, and lack of focus 

and can make your in-home climate unhealthy.

The DVS® Connect range constantly monitors CO2 levels. 

When the CO2 reaches an unhealthy level, the system 

automatically increases the level of fresh air being introduced 

into you home. This minimises any risk brought on by having 

too much CO2 in your air. And is also great for getting a good 

and refreshing night’s sleep.

The CO2 sensors are a remote wireless device and can be 

positioned in up to four places in your home. 

Temperature (DVS® Premium Connect only).

The temperature sensing function allows the DVS® Premium 

Connect positive pressure system to react to differences in 

air temperature (comparing the air supply to the air inside of 

the home). Adjusting the air supply automatically to make 

best use of free warmth when it is available and then slowing 

to a minimum ventilation rate when the air is cooler. You are 

able to adjust the aggressiveness of the system according to 

what you want to achieve with your DVS®.

DVS® EC CONNECT RANGE

DVS® Premium Connect DVS® Reclaim Connect

DVS® is breaking new ground in air quality management and condensation control for your home. The Connect 

series is our fifth generation of product and our best so far! Connected to the people who can help you!

NZ designed and manufactured - Internet connected ventilation systems. 

DVS® Connect Controllers – Internet capability

The controller offers personal control of your home 

environment, all through an easy, simple to use, interface. 

Your system will be configured for you, and the airflow and 

settings individually calibrated to the size of your home to 

run automatically. However, you are able to easily adjust 

the system functions or fine tune the fan speed to better 

suit your needs or use the Fan Boost option for clearing the 

house of extra moisture or smells. 

The Connect Control systems are WiFi capable and so can 

be connected to your home internet. This allows you to 

download any software updates we make available when we 

are improving our systems.


